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MALE DEUVERY: All-male a cappella group Voicemak performed two shows 
for Family Weekend and Fall Fest on Saturday night and Sunday afternoon. 
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All male group 
serenades crowd 
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"American Idol." Kermit the Frog, 
Harry Potter, Shaquille O'Neal and 
Agador Spartacus (the male maid from 
"The Birdcage") oompeted, judged by 

With only eight members, Voicemale Mike Tyson, Michael Jackson and of 
is one of Brandeis' smallest a cappella course, Simon. The results were both 
groups. They've also earned a reputa- amusing and a bit surprising. · 
tion as one of Brandeis' most talented as The group definitely played on their 
well, and their performance on Saturday ability to harmonize and this was espe
night only enhanced that reputation. cially evident in their barbershop clas-

Starting late, even by Brandeis stan- sics (The Everly Brothers' "Dream," 
dards, the group botinced-to the front of Ben King's "Stand By Me" and "Under 
a mostly full Schwartz Auditorium just the Boardwalk"), they also used their 
in time to keep the crowd from becom- skills to their advantage in the pop 
ing restless. songs they sang. In particular, their ver-

Max Ferguson '03 got the crowd's sion of "More Than Words" was beauti· 
attention by belting out "Under the fully arranged. 
Boardwalk" (by The Drifters) with Though the concert was very well 
much enthusiastic back-up from the done on the whole, two performances 
rest of the group. really stood out. Andrew Cohen's '05 

As soon as the song wound down, take on Marc Cohn's "Walking in 
Ferguson welcomed the audience and Memphis" was a defmite favorite; mov
turned the stage over to the Johns ing, passionate and not once over the 
Hopkins University "Mental Notes." top. The arrangement was also stellar, 
The Notes' performance was character- supporting his lead without overshad
ized by its energy; they were enjoyable owing it. After remaining in the back
to watch, although at times the solos ground, supplying vocal percussion and 
went a little sour. a bass line for most of the set, it was 

Their set included passionate rendi- great to see Cohen show off his versatile 
tions of Alanis Morrisette's "You chops in "Memphis." 
Oughta Know" and Pat Benetar's The other especially noteworthy solo 
"Heartbreaker," as well as a cleverly was "Stand By Me." Seth Herring's '03 
arranged version of the '80s classic, voice, impressive enough last year, has 
"Video Killed the Radio Star." The most even further matured, and his heartfelt 
impressive piece, however, had to be style prevented the well-known song 
Shivaree's "Goodnight Moon." The from sounding trite. 
soloist gave a delicious, haunting per- Voicemale also welcomed their 
formance in her deep alto. Of course, a newest member (and only frrst-year), 
very up-tempo rendition of "I Think I Eli Schneider '06, who soloed in 
Love You" almost stole the sho . Dish · · "Co - B s.-

After the Notes took off for the bal- Though he did hit a few of the high 
cony, Voicemale returned to the stage - -notes a little too hard, emotionally, the 
with Robbie Williams' "Let Me solo was right on pitch. 
Entertain You," once again fronted by For a debut · weekend performance, 
Ferguson. The upbeat piece set the tone Voicemale's set was impressively pol
_for the rest of the performance. -ished; and there were no real weak 

The set was punctuated by a quick links in the group. One can only expect 
intermission as well as their trademark that they'll become even more impres
skit, this year a parody of summer hit sive over the semester. 


